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SPATIAL HETEROCLINIC BIFURCATION
OF TIME PERIODIC SOLUTIONS

TO THE GINZBURG-LANDAU EQUATION
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Abstract. In this paper we study the spatial structure of the time periodic solutions
to the Ginzburg-Landau equation in various configurations (supercritical and subcritical).
We show that spatially periodic bursting solutions or spatially heteroclinic solutions can
occur depending upon the values of the coefficients. As a consequence of this study,
we obtain an exact solution to the nonlinear system of Kapitula and Maier-Paape [16].
We then show that near a spatially heteroclinic solution there is an extremely intricate
complex of spatially unstable solutions and KAM surfaces.

1. Introduction. In its most general form the (cubic) Ginzburg-Landau equation
reads (see, e.g., [15], [26], [16]):

— = (i? - RC)V + (h + ~ (h + tc3)|tf |2tf, (1-1)

where = 'I'(x, t) is a complex function of space and time and R, Rc, bl. c.\, b:u C3 are
real constants with 61 > 0.

R = Rc is the value at which the trivial solution ^(x, t) = 0 bifurcates to a periodic
solution (the Stokes solution)

$(M) =pe^kx+ut) (1.2)

with
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The bifurcation is supercritical if R Ra ^3 0 and subcritical if R Rci h < 0 [11],
[18], [26]. This property plays an important role in the problem we are considering.

Ginzburg-Landau equations have been studied from a variety of points of view. Hock-
ing and Stewartson [14], Sirovich and Newton [24], [21], Holmes [15], and Takac [25] have
studied the temporal evolution of (1.1) in various cases of the parameters (see also [6],
[16], [10], [27]). Front solutions have been discussed, for the case of real coefficients, by
Eckmann and Gallay [12] and Bricmont and Kupiainen [3]. Transitions to chaos have
been studied by Keefe [17] and others [20], [6], [23]. In this paper we study time periodic
solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equation of the form

*{x,t) = A{x)ei"t. (1.3)

In [14], Hocking and Stewartson derived exact heteroclinic solutions to (1.1) of the form

V(x,t) = AoP(x)e^\oS\P(x)\+u,t)

where

p(x) =  '  (1.5)
cosh mx

with real quantities Aq, k, m satisfying some suitable conditions. This is the solitary wave
solution found in ref. [22], Van Saarloos and Hohenberg [26] called it a pulse solution.
These solutions have been studied by a number of authors (see, e.g., [9], [4],[18], [26] and
the references therein). In Sec. 2 we point out that exact bursting solutions to (1.1) of
the form (1.4) also exist with

P(x) = —"— (1-6)
cos mx

but with different constants Ao,k,m. In Sec. 3 we show that our results extend earlier
work on heteroclinic solutions to the Ginzburg-Landau equation [6], [16]. In particular,
using our Theorem 2 we show that the solution to the nonlinear system (3.9), found
by Kapitula and Maier-Paape [16], is (3.8). Section 4 is concerned with bifurcations
involving heteroclinic orbits. The bifurcation to chaos is described, as seen through
numerical experiments. We present some elementary consequences of the occurrence
of a heteroclinic bifurcation, especially in terms of the cascades of bifurcations that
accompany them. A preliminary account of these results has already been reported [5].

2. Exact spatially heteroclinic and bursting solutions.
2.1. The supercritical case. Assuming that the bifurcation is supercritical: R > Rc

and 63 > 0, then after rescaling, Eq. (1.1) becomes ([19], [21], [7], [8])

dV d2^
_- = $ + (l + i7l)__(l + i73)|tf|2tf) (2.1)

with 71,73 € K. Substituting (1.3) into (2.1) yields the following equation:

A"(x) + giA(x) - g2\A(x)\2A(x) = 0, (2.2)

where ()' denotes d()/dx and

1 -iuj 1+173 ,n ON
91 = -1 | ■ , 92 = r——- 2.3)1 + 171 1 + «7i
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It is convenient to represent gi and g2 in the polar form

gi=pieie\ g2=p2e102. (2.4)

Then we have the following

Theorem 2.1. Assume that
3k

tan#2 = ^

where

tan<?2 = 2^P' (2-5)

, , ±1 — COS 61k = k±{01) = : - . 2.6
sin 91

Then Eq. (2.2) possesses an exact solution

A(x) = A0p{x)eikloslpix^ (2.7)

with

p(x) =
if k = k+,

cos (m+x)

 —   if k = k-
cosh (m-X)

where

A"(x) = (1 + ik) Z + a4
P P

p--e^+ik
P PZ

(2.8)

o pi cos 91
m± = ± 1 _ fc2 i (2-9)

3pisin0i
<2'10»

Proof. We first note that k± are roots of the quadratic equation

sin^ifc2 + 2cos$ifc — sin^i = 0. (2-11)

For later use we point out that

k+k- = —1,

< 1, k2_ > 1 if cos 61 > 0, (2-12)
k\ > 1, k2_ < 1 if cos 9\ < 0.

Prom (2.7) we have

A(x), \A(x)\ =AqP2. (2.13)

Inserting (2.13) into (2.2) yields

+ ^2" + 9i ~ 92AIp2 = 0. (2-14)

a) For k = k+: from (2.8), (2.14) gives

m2+{(k2+ - 1)cos2(m+:r) + 2 — k2+ + ik+[3 - 2cos2(m+a:)]}

+Pi cos 9i cos2(m+x) - p2A% cos 92 + i[p\ sin 9i cos2(m+x) - p2A% sin 92] = 0.
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Equating the coefficients of cos2(m+x) to zero we obtain the four equations

to2 (1 — A:2 ) = picos^i, (2-15)

m\{2-k2+) = p2A20cos92, (2-16)

2kjrm2+ = pjsin^i, (2-17)

2>k+m2+ = /e>2^4§ sin (92 • (2-18)

Using (2.f6) and (2.18),
u

tan 02 = 2 _ p ■ (2-19)

On the other hand, from (2.15) and (2.17) we have

sin k2+ + 2 cos 0\ k+ — sin 9\ = 0. (2.20)

Prom (2.15) we have
2 Pi cos 0i

m+ = 7i E2T- (2'21)(i-4)'
From (2.17) and (2.18) we have

Al = (2.22)2/92 sin 02
b) For k = from (2.8), (2.14) gives

m2 {( 1 — fci)cosh2(m_a;) - 2 + A;2 + iA:_[2cosh2(m_x) — 3]}

+pi cos 91 cosh2(ro_x) — P2Aq cos02 + i[p\ sin #i cosh2(m_a:) — p2Aq sin 02] = 0.

Equating the coefficients of cosh2(m_x) to zero we obtain the four equations

m2(l — k2_) = —picos^i, (2.23)

mi(2 - k2_) = ~p2AqCOS02, (2.24)

2 fc_m2 = —yOjsin^i, (2.25)

3k-m2_ = —p2Alsm92. (2.26)

This yields, through the same manipulations as above,
3 k

fan 9-2 = (2.27)

sin#ifc2 + 2cos0ifc_ — sin = 0, (2.28)

m2- = (2-29)

_ 3ftsmS,
2/92 Sin 02

To complete the proof we need to verify the conditions

m2± = ±~> 0, (2.31)

= 3pisin0i>()
° 2/92 sin 02
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Prom (2.12) it is easy to see that (2.31) holds. Next observe, from (2.5), that

3 k
02 = arctan   — (mod tt). (2.33)2 — kz

It follows that Aq can always be made positive by taking an appropriate choice of 02-
2.2. The subcritical case. Assuming that the bifurcation is subcritical: R < Rc and

63 < 0. Then rescaling, Eq. (1.1) becomes [24], [15], [16]

d^ r)2vl/
_ = + (i + i/3l)£_ + (i + 03)^^, (2.34)

with /?i,/?3 G K. Substituting (1.3) into (2.34) we get the following equation:

A"(x) - giA(x) + g2\A(x)\2 A(x) = 0, (2.35)

with

92 = ttwr™'"- (2-36)
Then we have the following

Theorem 2.2. Assume that

3 k
tanflo = -2 2

where

tan02 = ——, (2.37)

k = k±(61)=±1 , C0Sgl. (2.38)
sin 0\

Then Eq. (2.35) possesses an exact solution

A{x) = A0p(z)e*felog|p(x)l (2.39)

with

if k = k+,
p{x) = 1 cosh(m+x) (2 40)

     if fc = fc_,
cos(m_:r)

where

2 pi cos U\m± ~ 1 - 4 '

A2 _ 3p1 sin^x
() 2p2 sin 02 '

The proof is carried out in the same way as for Theorem 1.
Remark 2.3. Substituting (2.38) (or (2.6)) into (2.37) (or (2.5)) we then obtain

±3 sin 0\ , .tan02 = TT^ 2'41
1 ± 3 cos 0\
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3. Previous work. In [6] a study of the solutions of (2.1) was begun by taking

7l=ea, 73 = eb, $(*, t) = p(x)e^~^

with a,isR, 0<e<l. If we write

V = p', n = p26', ()' = dQ/dx,
then by substituting into (2.1) we get the following set of equations:

P = V,
O2 ne2

V' = -p + p3 + - + T^Tnp[(a-w)-p2(a-b)}, (3.1)
pA I _j_ eZaZ

= 1 + g2a2^2[(a - w) - p2(a - b)}.

Upon comparison with (2.2) we get

lu = — evu,
1 + iew g

91 = -] , = Pie ,
1 + lea
1 + ieb e

92 = .. , . = P2e 2.
1 + tea

It follows that
1 + e2w2 . e(w — a)

pl = V i _i_ 2 2 ' tan^"TTl—' (3-2)1 + e a 1 +
/1 + e262 . e(b — a) .

W = V TTa^' tan"' = TT?w (3'3)
Thus we find the following solution for (3.1):

p{x) = A0p{x), V = Aop'(x), n = A20kp{x)p'{x), (3.4)

with k, p(x), Aq given by (2.6), (2.8), (2.10) respectively. It is easy to see that for k = fc_,
the solution (3.4) is a homoclinic orbit in the phase space (p, V, f2) connecting the origin
to itself:

lim (p,V,Q) = (0,0,0).
x—»±oo

In ref. [16] Kapitula and Maier-Paape studied Eq. (2.35) by taking

P 1=0, w = a, fo=q
with cr, q 6 R. Upon comparison with (2.36) we find

gi = l+ia = p1ee\

g2 = 1 + iq = p2e92.

It follows that

<r = tan0i, q = tan 02- (3.5)

Substituting k = k+ = (1 — cos$i)/sin#i into (2.37) we obtain

3 sin
Un°2 =  T ^3'6^

1 + 3 cos 6\
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(cf. Remark 2.3). Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are combined to give
a

q~ i + |VTT^2'

This is the pulse condition found in ref. [16] using Hocking-Stewartson's method [14].
Notice that our system (2.23)-(2.26) is similar to the system (5.3) of ref. [14]. Notice
also that, using the notation of ref. [16],

A{x) = p(x)e^X(l,^ds,

, \ P'(x)u (x> = ~~TT'
p(x)

it is easy to show that, in the phase space (p, u, <j>), the pulse solution

A(x) = A0p{x)eik+los|p(x)l,

P(x) = —ry~ t (3.7)cosh(m+x)

of Theorem 2 is a heteroclinic orbit connecting the two equilibria (0,u+,cf>+) and
(0,U-,(/>-) with

±£Tu± - lim,-TO «(.) = ±m+ - (3 8)

4>± = '!>(*) = ±h+m+ = ± \J ' '
It is easy to check that u+ is the positive solution and is the negative solution to the
system

4 - 4>l - i = o,
a - 2u±(j>± =0 1 ' '

of Lemma 2.4 of ref. [16].

4. Reduction to the third order. We now return to Eq. (2.35) and introduce a
transformation first suggested by Sirovich and Newton [24] and Holmes [15]:

A(x) = p(x)elW(x\ r = p2, v = —, w = W'. (4-1)
P

Direct substitution then shows that Eq. (2.35) becomes a third-order system:

r' = 2 rv,

v' = w2 — v2 + pi cos(?i — rp2 cos02> (4.2)

w' = — 2vw + pi sin — rp2 sin #2-

The linearized system corresponding to (4.2) has a Jacobian matrix

2v 2 r 0
J— —P2COS02 ~2t> 2w . (4.3)

/O2sin02 — 2tu — 2v_

The flow defined by (4.2) is volume preserving in (r2,v,w) space, i.e.,

d(r2)' d(vy djwY =
dr2 dv dw
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The fixed points in (4.2) are found by setting the right-hand sides of (4.2) to zero. In the
phase space (r, v, w) the heteroclinic orbit (3.7) connects the two fixed points (0, v±,w±),
corresponding to (0,u±,ej>±) in ref. [16] or L± in ref. [26], defined by

v± = ±m+, w± = ±k+m+.

(w± i w±) are solutions of the system

w2 — v2 + pi cos 9] = 0,

—2vw + pi sin 9i = 0.

If 01 > 02 and 0 < 0i,02 < 7t/2, then the system (4.2) has two other fixed points,
corresponding to N± in ref. [26],

Pi sin 0i /pi sin(0x - 02)
ro ~  : 7pi ^o = 0, wQ = ±\  — .

P2 sill 02 y Sin 02

These fixed points correspond to the plane wave solutions of (2.35) :

A(x) = pel F wis)ds = el{woX+c), c = const.

Thus the number of fixed points is < 4, as expected [18], [26]. Their stability is obtained
by studying the sign of the real part of the eigenvalues of J (see, e.g., [26] and [16]). The
rest of this section is devoted to the study of the dynamics near the heteroclinic solution.
Figures 1(a) - 6 illustrate the results with an example:

e1 = 0* = tt/8,

02 = 0o = arctan ) _ arc^an *^S'—1— = 0.295479...,
2 2-k\(9\) 1+3 cos 0j

Pi = P2 = 1,
corresponding approximately to the study by Sirovich and Newton [24]. For 01 = 0*,
92 = 02, r = r* = Aq, the heteroclinic orbit is indeed found. In Fig. 1(a) we trace the
heteroclinic orbit in the (p, p') plane with p(x) = |j4(x)|. We observe that there exists
a hyperbolic saddle at (0,0) with a homoclinic orbit C; points on C approach (0,0) for
both x —► +oo and x —> — oo;

lim p(x) = lim p'(x) = 0.
x—>±oo x—^±oo

Figure 1(b) shows the projection of the orbit onto the (r, v) plane. Note that in the phase
space (r,v,w), points on the orbit approach (0,u+,w+) for x —> -oo and (0,u-,w-) for
x —> +oo.

If we start orbits close to the heteroclinic orbit, we find an infinite number of unstable
orbits. We will use the Poincare section technique to reduce the recorded trajectory points
to a two-dimensional plane. Figures 3-6 show the Poincare sections at v = p' = 0, v' < 0.
A number of integrations of (4.2), with (0i,02) « were performed, for various
initial values used to generate a variety of trajectories. The solutions were completely
different from those obtained with (0i,02) = (0i,02)- The sections v = 0 (v' < 0) are
covered with the intersections of (somewhat deformed) tori which signal quasiperiodic
motions (or KAM surfaces). Notice that the six elliptical curves of Fig. 3, for example,
are generated by a single trajectory. These curves can be thought of as the intersections
with the Poincare plane v = 0, v' < 0 of a torus that winds around the main inner KAM
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-0.8
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6

Fig. 1(a). Heteroclinic solution at 6\ = 0* = 7r/8, 62 = =
arctan[3sin0*/(l + 3cos#*)] = 0.295479..., pi = pi = 1; projection
of the solution onto the (p, p') plane

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
r

Fig. 1(b). Heteroclinic solution at 9\ = = 7t/8, 82 = 0% =
arctan[3sin#j /(l + 3cos0j)] = 0.295479 ..., p\ = p2 = 1; projection
of the solution onto the (r, v) plane

torus six times before closing. As we move outwards in Fig. 3 we obtain an island chain
(labeled by IC) of eight elliptic points and eight hyperbolic points. The smeared parts
of the Poincare section near the hyperbolic points indicate that this orbit is chaotic.
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CD
CC

<
E

Fig. 2(a). Bursting solution at f>i = = 7r/8, 62 =
— arctan[3 sin#*/(I — 3cos0j)] = 0.574979 ..., pi = p2 = 1 obtained
by plotting Re/l(x) against x (—ir/m- < x < 7r/m_)
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■100
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

x
Fig. 2(b). Bursting solution at 9\ = 8"[ = rr/8, Qi —
— arctan[3 sin0*/(I — 3cos0j)] = 0.574979 ..., p\ = P2 = 1 obtained
by plotting ImA(i) against x (—n/m- < x < it/m-)
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0.15 -

0.05 -

-0.05

1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9

Fig. 3. Poincare section v = 0, v' < 0 at 9\ = #*, 62 = 9% ~ 0
Pi = P2 = 1- Orbits started with v = 0, w = 0, r = r*, r = r* ± 0.1,
r = r* ± 0.2 where r* = Ag.

2.05 2.1 2.15 2.2

Fig. 4. Poincare section v = 0, 1/ < 0 at 9\ =9J1 + 0.02, 62 =
#2 + 0.02, p\ = p2 = 1. Orbits started with v = 0, if = 0, r = r*,
r = r* ± 0.1, r = r* ± 0.2 where r* = Aq.
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1.65 1.7 1.75 1.8 1.85 1.9 1.95 2 2.05 2.1 2.15 2.2
r

Fig. 5. Poincare section v = 0, v' < 0 at 9i = 0J + 0.025, 02 =
#2 + 0.025. pi = p2 = 1. Orbits started with v = 0, w = 0, r = r*,
r = r* ± 0.1, r = r* ± 0.2 where r* = j4§.
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t v j t 0 ° » If 7 7
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■"."is1"

-0.1
1.65 1.7 1.75 1.8 1.85 1.9 1.95 2 2.05 2.1 2.15 2.2

r

Fig. 6. Poincare section v = 0, v' < 0 at Q\ = 0* 4- 0.03, 62 =
#2 + 0.03, pi = p2 = 1. Orbits started with t; = 0, to = 0, r = r*,
r = r* ± 0.1, r = r* ± 0.2 where r* = Aq.
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Features resembling island chains are also apparent in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6. The interesting
point is that in Fig. 5 an invariant torus (labeled by T) has dissolved and we obtain
in Fig. 6 an island chain of five elliptic points and five hyperbolic points. Note the
complexity of the island structures and the clearly chaotic orbits.

5. Conclusion. In this brief note we have given a relatively simple proof that the
Ginzburg-Landau equation possesses a class of spatially heteroclinic solutions and a class
of spatially periodic bursting solutions. Using the Poincare section technique, we detected
the occurrence of island chains following the heteroclinic bifurcation. These island chains
are just the structure expected from the Poincare-BirkhofF theorem [2] and have been
seen in many mathematical models [13], [1],
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